
First grade with Mrs. Poage                                                                                                             June 19, 2018

LITERACY-   The line between   
reading and writing is blurred. 

Reading:  May  has  been  a  focus  on  realistic  fiction.  After 
making an anchor chart, students listened to many stories and 
had to use the criteria to determine if a book is realistic fiction 
or not. The criteria: The story takes place in modern times; the 
characters behave like real people; the setting is real; the prob-
lem  and  solution  could  really  happen.  Additionally  we  dis-
cussed character traits,  analyzing a character and comparing 
and contrasting inside traits (how they act and what they say) 
with outside traits (how they look). We finished the year with a 
focus on summarizing stories using a variety of graphic orga-
nizers. 

Writing:  The students were challenged to write a realistic 
fiction piece.  They used a  graphic organizer  to create a  back-
ground for their character and then used the organizer to write a 
story that has the criteria above. To finish the year, students will 
have a  free choice of  writing genre.  Many students  choose to 
write non-fiction pieces on earthworms.

Word Wall- Word wall had 28 weeks of new words and 
spelling pattern words. The focus for the end of the year was 
on multi-syllable words and suffixes. Please continue to have 
your child work on word wall words during the summer to 
avoid “the slide.” They are responsible for reading them, and 
applying them within writing. Your student has all the words on 
flashcards and within the Language Arts notebook that came 
home this week.


Thank you again to our class parents, Mrs. Gleeson and Mrs. Mann for 
all the parties this year and organizing the class shirts. There was 
some extra money and they treated us to ice pops on the hottest day 
of the year! 

I wish you all a summer full of fun and enjoyment.                            
Thank you for sharing your children with me.
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Math 
Measurement  was  the  unit  of 
study for May. Students learned 
time  to  the  hour  and  the  half 
hour,  measured  with  standard 
and non-standard units of mea-
surement,  and  compared  and 
contrasted  objects  in  terms  of 
weight. We finished the year by 
having  money  stations  and  
practicing all  our unit of study 
and  applying  our  skills.  Keep 
practicing  math  facts  over  the 
summer  to  keep  those  skills 
sharp. 

Science-  We  planted  our 
pumpkin  seeds  and  watched 
them  germinate  in  the  green-
house.  For  our  science  experi-
ment analyzing the size of seeds 
and  their  germination  time, 
most  students  chose  the  red 
pepper seed. The lentil beat the 
red pepper by just a few hours.  
Unit  four  was  all  about  the 
structure and functions of ani-
mals and plants, with a focus on 
bees  and  reptiles.  In  Unit  5, 
biomimicry,  students  learned 
how scientists study the struc-
ture and functions of plants and 
animals  and  invent  new  tools 
that  make  our  lives  easier.  I 
hope  you  enjoy  reviewing  your 
child’s science notebook for our 
five units. 

S o c i a l  S t u d i e s-T h e 

monthly  precept  of  persevering 
really  helped  students  recognize 
that  learning  comes  when  risks 
are  taken  and  one  keeps  trying. 
We studied landforms and differ-
ent communities,  making anchor 
charts for each unit. We had many 
closure activities to finish out the 
first grade year. 
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